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About I Can Sing from 1 -10:

Years ago I taught a dozen preschoolers who were all between 18 months and 5 years 
old. To help them learn to identify numbers, I created this song, along with some simple 

black and white illustrations. We sang and did the body motions on a daily basis, and 
happily, the 3- to 5-year olds learned number names very quickly. 

One day the toddlers (18 months old) played by the wall where the illustrations for 
this song were displayed, and they pointed to the them, chattering in their baby talk 
language. I began to ask each of them in turn if they could find numbers I called by 

name and was astonished to find that while they couldn’t say number names, they could 
point to the numbers I asked them to find. 

I love so much that the babies could effortlessly absorbed something “schoolish” just 
from hearing the older children singing as they played nearby.
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(Trace the shape of a 2 with outstretched arm and whole body movement.)

2
 

is a fishing hook 

ready for bait.
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is a snowman, 

makes me laugh!

(Clutch tummy as though laughing or trace the shape of an 8 with outstretched arm.)
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I Can Sing from 1 to 10 is a fun and easy way for very young children to learn to 
recognize numbers and their names, using body movement, engaging visuals, and 
song. 
 
Look for many other such products from Child1st Publications, a company 
dedicated to designing materials for visual and tactile learners that integrate 
symbols and other left-brained elements into right-brained vehicles to make 
learning easy and fun. Other beginner materials include Alphabet Tales, Writing the 
Visual, Kinesthetic and Auditory Alphabet, SnapLetters™ 
Teaching Cards, and SnapWords™ Nouns Teaching Cards.

6 is a unicycle, watch me ride!
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